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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Good morning and thanks so much for being here today and this opportunity to speak. I am so encouraged that this symposium is happening in Oklahoma.



Potential of Linked Open Data (LOD) for Oral History

For libraries & archives

● Improved discovery
● Increased visibility
● Inclusion

For living individuals

● What are their priorities?
● Their privacy preferences?
● How do they want to 

represent themselves?

“On whose terms should inclusion take place?”
Kathleen Ash-Milby and Ruth B. Phillips, “Inclusivity or Sovereignty? Native American 
Arts in the Gallery and the Museum since 1992,” Art Journal 76, no. 2 (2017): 12.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Linked open data, particularly Wikidata, offers a compelling solution for improving discoverability of library collections like the Oklahoma Native Artists Oral History Series that represent marginalized groups.Because linked open may uncover previously obscured relationships between entities, it calls for a thoughtful examination of its potential repercussions on living individuals and their communities.Is it possible for libraries to embrace the increased visibility that Wikidata promises, while respecting the priorities, privacy, and self-representation of living individuals? Art scholars Ash-Milby and Phillips pose a question that’s useful for linked open data as well art exhibitions: “On whose terms should inclusion take place?” Is there a way to create linked open data that recognizes Native American artists as citizens of sovereign nations with unique cultural histories and as active participants in the international contemporary art scene? These are some of the questions that Oklahoma State wrestled with as we began developing linked open data for Indigenous artists.



Oklahoma Native Artists (ONA) Oral History Series

● 140 interviews with Indigenous 
artists, art gallery owners, 
festival organizers, & collectors

● Developed by the Oklahoma Oral 
History Research Program at 
OSU

● Oklahoma Native Artists Oral 
History Project

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To tell you a little bit about the Oklahoma Native Artists Oral History Series…Since 2010, Dr. Julie Pearson-Little Thunder from the OSU Library’s Oklahoma Oral History Research Program has interviewed 141 people for this series.Interviewees include enrolled citizens of Tribal Nations and artists of self-identified Indigenous ancestry, as well as festival and exhibition organizers, gallery owners, and collectors.In the interviews, they talk about their family and tribal backgrounds, schooling, business strategies, shows and awards, creative processes, subject matter, and techniques.The purpose of this oral history series is to document and share with the public the history and culture of Native artists with an Oklahoma connection.

https://library.okstate.edu/search-and-find/collections/digital-collections/oklahoma-native-artists-project/


The Impact of Oklahoma History on Data Sovereignty

● 39 Sovereign Nations from across North America live in Oklahoma

Federal land seizures
● 1818: Treaties for land in Oklahoma first signed 

● 1830s: Indian Removal and Trade Acts established Indian Territory -
Nations displaced from southeastern US

● 1850s - 1900  American wars of expansion - Nations displaced from 
Northeast, Midwest, and West

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There is an inherent tension between data SOVereignty and the inclusion that linked open data (LOD), particularly Wikidata, promises. Let’s take a look at how the history of Oklahoma and Oklahoma State University has impacted sovereignty. Hopefully this will be familiar to you, but you won’t be alone if it is not. Then I’ll come back to the data.This history is relevant not just for Oklahomans, but for everyone in the United States, since Tribal Nations originating from across the country now live here in Oklahoma.The original inhabitants of Stillwater, where I am located today, and the surrounding areas, spoke languages from the Caddoan, Kiowa-Tanoan, and Siouan language families. As a result of forcible removal and broken treaties, today, the state of Oklahoma is home to thirty-nine Sovereign Nations from across North America. I encourage you to visit the website of the Center for Sovereign Nations, located at Oklahoma State University, to learn more about these nations. Treaties concerning land in present Oklahoma were first signed between the United States government and Tribal Nations in 1818.By the 1830s, the Indian Removal and Trade Acts established Indian Territory, the name generally used to describe Oklahoma prior to its 1907 statehood, as a reservation for Nations forcibly displaced from the southeastern United States.During the second half of the nineteenth century, Indian Territory functioned as a holding zone for diverse Indigenous peoples uprooted from the Northeast, Midwest, and West as a result of American wars of expansion, or so-called “Indian Wars.”

https://sovnationcenter.okstate.edu/csn-2020/tribal-nations-in-oklahoma.html
https://treaties.okstate.edu/treaties-by-state/oklahoma
https://www.okhistory.org/publications/enc/entry.php?entry=IN018


The Impact of Oklahoma History on Data Sovereignty

Federal land seizures (continued)

● 1862: Morrill Act established land grant universities on Native American 
land

● 1887: Dawes Act crafted to connect tribal membership to private land 
ownership and induce statehood

● 1890: Oklahoma State University founded as a land-grant institution

● 1907: Oklahoma Statehood

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In 1862 with the first Morrill Act, land-grant universities began profiting from the sale of stolen lands gifted to them by the federal government. Oklahoma State University, the land-grant institution where I work, was founded under the Morrill Act in 1890.Finally, the allotment process of the 1887 Dawes Act, which linked tribal membership and privatized land holding, was purposely crafted by the U.S. Congress to open Indian Territory to non-Native settlers and to induce statehood in 1907.These repeated federal land seizures have had resonating impacts upon Native identity and culture. I encourage to click on the links in the presentation to learn more about each of these events.

https://www.archives.gov/milestone-documents/morrill-act
https://www.landgrabu.org/
https://www.nps.gov/articles/000/dawes-act.htm
http://timeline.okstate.edu/
https://www.potawatomiheritage.com/encyclopedia/oklahoma-statehood/


The Impact of Oklahoma History on Data Sovereignty

Layers of complexity for Indigenous people in Oklahoma who do not live on 
their ancestral lands

● Data collection is a pervasive theme throughout this history 

● Data determined land ownership and targeted them for further violence

● Data structured and collected by colonizing institutions, whether a land-
grant university or Wikidata, reinforces these harmful systems.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This fraught history has increased the layers of complexity for Indigenous people in Oklahoma who often do not live on their ancestral landsData collection is a pervasive theme throughout this history of land seizures, broken treaties, and related progams like the Federal Indian Boarding School InitiativeThe contents of this data–Tribal enrollment, for example–determined who the federal government allowed to own land and also set them up as targets for further violence.Data structured and collected by colonizing institutions, whether a land-grant university or Wikidata, reinforces these harmful systems. 



The Impact of Oklahoma History on Data Sovereignty

Regulation of Native American Artists

● 1974: “American Indian Arts and Crafts Sales Act of 1974,” Okla. Stat. 
tit. 78 § 71 (1974) required tribal membership to sell Native 
American art

● 1990: Federal Indian Arts and Crafts Act regulates who may call 
themselves a Native American artist

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One final note regarding Oklahoma History that factors in to our project, since we are concerned with creating linked open data for Indigenous artists: Indigenous artists are subject to the 1990 federal Indian Arts and Crafts Act, and before that the 1974 Oklahoma state legislation, regulating who may call themselves a Native American artist and market their work as such. The 1974 Oklahoma American Indian Arts and Craft Act required tribal membership to sell Native American artThe 1990 Federal Indian Arts and Crafts Act regulates who may call themselves a Native American artistThese laws underscore how the identity of Native American artists is bound by complicated legal considerations not in play for non-Indigenous Americans. In addition to these already complex historical, ethical, and individual factors pertaining to a living individual’s identity, linked open data creators need to be aware of potential legal factors impacting identity. 

http://www.oklegislature.gov/osstatuestitle.aspx
https://www.doi.gov/iacb/indian-arts-and-crafts-act-1990


Why Create LOD for the ONA Oral History Series?
“Institutional practices that accurately reflect twenty-first century art worlds can 
only emerge when Native American and settler arts remain in dialogue.” 

Ash-Milby and Phillips, 38

Goals for creating LOD in Wikidata for ONA oral history 
series:
● greater online visibility for Native artists
● more access to unstructured oral history interview transcripts
● promote grassroots/academic research on Indigenous art
● engage students in scholarship on Indigenous culture
● draw connections between siloed collections

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Given this background, what’s the purpose of proceeding with LOD? Going back to our original question “On whose terms should inclusion take place?” Ash Milby and Phillips conclude that “Institutional practices that accurately reflect twenty-first century art worlds can only emerge when Native American and settler arts remain in dialogue.” GLAM or gallery, library, art and museum institutions are very actively contributing their art data to Wikidata. Indigenous artists’ absence from the platform may further remove them from this conversation.This data is already being created–some of the ONA artists already have Wikidata profiles–so this is an opportunity to spread awareness and continue dialogue among artists with whom we already have relationships.By creating linked open data for the oral history series via Wikidata, the OSU Library has several aims:to offer Native artists more visibility online,to provide a new vantage point for interacting with unstructured oral history interview transcripts,to further support both grassroots and academic research on Indigenous art, history and culture,to engage Oklahoma State students in the scholarly conversation about Indigenous culture, andto draw connections between siloed collections.



● Structured data would extend exhibition history data
● Increase awareness of Native art 
● Activate artists’ archives for inclusion in discourse
● Connect exhibition metadata and oral history interviews
● Link professional profiles, art work, exhibition venues, 

publications, interviews and other collections

Why Create LOD for the ONA Oral History Series?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Although this series is cataloged, transcribed, and online, the exhibition history in these interviews—including representation in museums, regional art fairs, or international exhibitions—would be much more accessible and extensible as openly available, structured data.Linked open data promises not only to interlink Native artists with their work in library and museum collections, increasing awareness of Native art, but also to activate these artists’ archives for inclusion in contemporary art discourse and research.



Implications of Linked Open Data project

● Data on an obscure library website appears on Google knowledge panel
● Open data is easier to share and repurpose
● Oral history provides more context and a platform for the artists’ voices
● LOD risks reductionism and misrepresentation

Concept of linked open data unfamiliar to most outside of libraries

Communication with artists essential to align with CARE Principles of Indigenous Data 
Governance and the Oral History Association’s Principles and Best Practices

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Securing artist permission to create linked open data from their interviews is very important for several reasons:Wikidata would take Native artists’ information from the local sphere of the library website to a prominent public place such as a Google knowledge panel – the info box that comes up when you Google someone.Linked open data is also easier to share and repurpose-which can be good or problematic. Wikidata editors could highlight relationships and publish details artists do not wish to broadcast.Linked open data can only hint at the abundance of context offered in these oral history interviews. While oral history is not blameless, the interviewees do have a platform for their own voices, unlike most linked open data (unless they create that data themselves). This context is particularly important for Native artists whose presentation of identity switches depending on whether their audience is an institution, such a library or museums; the public they encounter at fairs or festivals; or their own communities.These nuances risk further erosion of meaning, and even misrepresentation, in the process of translating information from an oral history into standardized data about the artist and their artwork.Linked open data is generally not a familiar topic for many people outside of libraries. So, clear communication is vital to ensure the artists understand the project, including its benefits and risks, before consenting to have the library create linked open data about them.We have devised a process for communicating with artists and securing their permission to ensure the project’s alignment with the CARE Principles of Indigenous Data Governance and the Oral History Association’s Principles and Best Practices. I don’t have time to go into that today, but it is available in one of my other presentations which I will link to when we share the slides.

https://www.gida-global.org/care
https://www.oralhistory.org/principles-and-best-practices-revised-2018/


Existing Metadata

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now I want to jump into the metadataHere you see the existing Dublin Core metadata for an oral history in ContentDM. This is where we started.

https://dc.library.okstate.edu/digital/collection/ona/id/88/rec/1
https://dc.library.okstate.edu/digital/collection/ona/id/88/rec/1
https://dc.library.okstate.edu/digital/collection/ona/id/88/rec/1


Wikidata Properties for Artists
Dates

• date of birth
• date of death
• work period
• work period (start)
• work period (end)
• floruit (flourished)

Geography
• place of birth
• place of death
• country of citizenship
• work location

External IDs
• LCNAF
• VIAF
• ULAN
• etc, etc

Career
• Occupation
• Genre
• Field of work
• Movement

• Part of
Personal Identity

• sex or gender
• ethnic group: VERY high standard of 

proof is needed for this field to be used. 
In general this means 1) the subject 
claims it themself, or 2) it is widely 
agreed on by scholars, or 3) is fictional 
and portrayed as such)

• sexual orientation

Institutional Affiliations
• has works in the collection
• educated at
• employer
• artist files at
• archives at
• oral history at

Relationships
• Student of
• Partner in business or sport
• Spouse

• Unmarried partner
• Mother
• Father
• Sibling
• Child
• Relative
• Family

Compiled by Karly Wildenhaus, Will Kent. ARLIS-NA Wikidata Workshop 2021

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And here are the data or properties typically included for artists on Wikidata. Ideally, each one includes a citation, called a reference.There are many resources on linked data for art, but often for historic artists. While compiling the data, it felt awkward to refer to a group of living artists, especially marginalized ones, as a dataset. These oral histories are different from other art metadata in that the work isn’t an art object, but a life story.

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/User:Will_(Wiki_Ed)/ARLIS-NA_Workshop_2021


Data Questions
Occupation:
• General (artist) or specific 

(fashion designer, potter, painter, 
or beadworker)?

• Artists may work in more than 
one medium

What values do we choose & why?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now I’m going to walk through some of the issues we’ve encountered with specific data fields or properties that we discuss with the artistsFor Occupation: Terms can be general, like “artist” or “craftsman,” or more specific, like “painter,” “potter,” “beadworker,” or “fashion designer.”The Getty Union List of Artist Names often provides more specific terms. Artists often work in more than one medium though. We call all interviewees in the collection artists. While we can get feedback from the artists on the more specific terms, any Wikidata property may be changed by another editor.

http://www.getty.edu/vow/ULANFullDisplay?find=anita+fields&role=&nation=&prev_page=1&subjectid=500126670


Data Questions
References:

• Many links to subscription 
databases that are not publicly 
available or verifiable. 

Are citations without links effective enough?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For References: Much of our research is through library databases that are subscription only, which hinders our ability to use active links to reference our materials. The paywall and present method of text makes access rather hard and poses difficulty to users in verifying our data. So in addition to worrying about outside Wikidata editors making changes, we have to ask if we are able to provide adequate references for our linked data.



Data Questions
Tribal affiliation:
• Can the Nation’s name be 

represented in the native 
language or only in English?

• Citizenry and/or ethnicity

• Official and cultural 

affiliations

• Out of date vocabularies

Is data discovery respectful?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For Tribal affiliation: The Library of Congress names of tribes are used in the ContentDM metadata, which is also shared with DPLA, the Digital Public Library of America. This makes it easier for researchers to discover archival materials on a particular nation, but the LCNAF is sometimes outdated. For example, the Muscogee nation has dropped Creek from their official name, but it is still in the name authority as Muscogee (Creek) Nation. For Wikidata, tribal affiliation is generally recorded as ethnicity but may also be citizenry.

https://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2015171081.html


Data Questions

How is data transformed once public?

Gender
• Many options in Homosaurus

• Five options in Wikidata:
• Male, female, non-binary, 

intersex, transgender female, 
transgender male, agender

• Empty properties in Wikidata may 
be autopopulated or manually 
populated

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For Gender: The options in Wikidata may be too constraining. Compare this list of 5 to the Homosaurus vocabulary. If we leave gender out of a Wikidata record, it may be automatically added by a bot. This is an example of how the care we take with the artists’ data is hard to perpetuate after the data is made public in Wikidata. We work with the artist to determine how they wish to be represented and then let them know they can contact us to make future changes or corrections as needed. We also offer to train them to edit their own Wikidata.Many of these metadata questions depend on the response of the artists whose data we’re gathering. We have a responsibility not only to collect the data with care, but also to inform the artists of how data may be transformed once public.

https://homosaurus.org/tree
https://homosaurus.org/tree
https://homosaurus.org/tree


Communication Process

● Project progresses slowly
● The small number of responses have been positive
● Ongoing project work in the meantime:

○ Shifting gears from LOD creation to research
■ History PhD student researcher
■ Developing bibliographies for artists
■ Identifying museum holdings and exhibition histories
■ LOD for citations may occur before artist LOD

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This communication process is necessarily time consuming. Currently, only a small portion of the 141 artists have been contacted and have granted their permission to publish Wikidata. The response so far has been positive with few requests to change our existing data. Artists are generally interested in learning about the platform for themselves, sometimes with the help of their younger family members. Wikidata will be created in bulk after more discussions with artists have taken place.While we wait for artists’ responses, we are shifting resources toward bibliographic research and then will loop back to LODSKIP We have hired a history PhD student who is researching artists in art historical sources and community-based publications such as Tribal newspapers.  We are identifying museum holdings and exhibition histories. As we develop bibliographies for artists, we may be entering LOD for these resources before we are able to create LOD for the artists themselves. 



“Ethical design and engineering isn’t just about identifying risks and 

avoiding disaster; it’s about a positive outcome: human flourishing, 

including that of future generations, and the promotion of healthy and 

sustainable life on this planet. Too often, other goals obscure this focus. 

To counter this, it helps to implement a workflow tool that makes the 

ethical benefits of our work explicit, and reinforces the sincere 

motivation to create them.”

An Ethical Toolkit for Engineering/Design Practice
Tool 6 in Vallor, Shannon, Brian Green, and Irina Raicu (2018). Ethics in Technology Practice. The 
Markkula Center for Applied Ethics at Santa Clara University. https://www.scu.edu/ethics-in-technology-
practice/ethical-toolkit/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Throughout this project we ask ourselves, Are we doing this respectfully? Will this project help or hinder the artists? There are several frameworks for thoughtful data sharing, such as CARE, that we encourage you to look into.This ethical toolkit developed by the Markkula Center for Applied Ethics was created for engineering and technology but is also helpful for linked data.

https://www.scu.edu/ethics-in-technology-practice/ethical-toolkit/


“Ethical design and engineering isn’t just about identifying risks and 

avoiding disaster; it’s about a positive outcome: human flourishing, 

including that of future generations, and the promotion of healthy and 

sustainable life on this planet. Too often, other goals obscure this focus. 

To counter this, it helps to implement a workflow tool that makes the 

ethical benefits of our work explicit, and reinforces the sincere 

motivation to create them.”

An Ethical Toolkit for Engineering/Design Practice
Tool 6 in Vallor, Shannon, Brian Green, and Irina Raicu (2018). Ethics in Technology Practice. The 
Markkula Center for Applied Ethics at Santa Clara University. https://www.scu.edu/ethics-in-technology-
practice/ethical-toolkit/

Linked Data!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Tool 6 encourages retrospection through a series of questions, not just as a way to hit the brakes before we make a big mistake, but as a way to reach a “positive outcome” and “reinforce the sincere motivation” to create data ethically.

https://www.scu.edu/ethics-in-technology-practice/ethical-toolkit/


1. Why are we doing this?  For what good ends?
2. Will society/the world/our customers really be better off 

with this tech than without it? Or are we trying to generate 
inauthentic needs or manufactured desires, simply to 
justify a new thing to sell?

3. Has the ethical benefit of this technology remained at the 
center of our work and thinking?

4. What are we willing to sacrifice to do this right?

Remembering the Ethical Benefits of Creative Work
Tool 6 in Vallor, Shannon, Brian Green, and Irina Raicu (2018). Ethics in Technology Practice. The 
Markkula Center for Applied Ethics at Santa Clara University. https://www.scu.edu/ethics-in-technology-
practice/ethical-toolkit/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These toolkit questions help hold the tension between opening up collections and respecting underrepresented groups. In another presentation we walk through our answers to these questions and I highly recommend this toolkit if you are considering working on a similar project. 

https://www.scu.edu/ethics-in-technology-practice/ethical-toolkit/


• Less important: the quantity and speed of linked data 
production

• More important: to understand artists’ positioning and 
nuanced self-representation both within their own 
communities and toward the public

• Our best intentions, even with a lot of research, are not 
enough. Dialogue with the artists is essential. 

Take Aways

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The quantity and speed of linked data production is less important than understanding artists’ positioning and nuanced self-representation both within their own communities and toward the public.A frequent comment when I present on this project is that it’s an example of “slow librarianship.” That is a good thing!Our best intentions, even with a lot of research, are not enough. Dialogue with the artists is essential. 



Useful Links
Oklahoma Native Artists Project
• Listen to the Oral Histories

OSU Libraries Oral History Podcast
• Amplified Oklahoma: Norma Howard on Native Art

Online Resources
• Impact of Words and Tips for Using Appropriate 

Terminology: Am I Using the Right Word (NMAI)
• Reporting & Indigenous Terminology (NAJA)
• Terms & Issues in Native American Art (Khan 

Academy)
• Essential Understandings (NMAI)
• Diversity Style Guide: Native American (Cal State)
• CARE Principles for Indigenous Data Governance
• Local Contexts
• LD4 Ethics in Linked Data Affinity Group

Video Lectures
• McKay, Dwanna. “Resistance, Resilience, & 

Reclamation: Exploring Academic Success 
Among Native/Indigenous Students.”  

• Sovereignty Speaks (Center for Sovereign 
Nations) especially #4: Art | DG Smalling

• Kim TallBear: Standing With and Speaking as 
Faith (IRDL Scholars' Speaker Series) and 
related resources

Books
• ONA Bibliography
• Hearts of Our People: Native Women Artists
• Elements of Indigenous Style (Gregory 

Younging)
• So you want to write about American Indians? 

(Devon Abbott Mihesuah)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I’ve included some links here for further information. There are many others! If you have recommendations, please feel free to share those in the chat or send them to me.My presentations on this project generally have helped reinforce accountability and maintain an ethical perspective. If you have any suggestions or feedback, even criticism, please do share it with me. I look forward to sharing the artists’ data with you in the future. 

https://library.okstate.edu/search-and-find/collections/digital-collections/oklahoma-native-artists-project/
https://library.okstate.edu/news/podcast/amplified-oklahoma/episode-43-norma-howard-on-native-art
https://najanewsroom.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/NAJA_Reporting_and_Indigenous_Terminology_Guide.pdf
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/ap-art-history/indigenous-americas-apah/north-america-apah/a/terms-and-issues-in-native-american-art
https://americanindian.si.edu/nk360/about/understandings#eublock1
https://www2.calstate.edu/csu-system/csu-branding-standards/editorial-style-guide/Pages/diversity-style-guide.aspx#native-american
https://www.gida-global.org/care
https://localcontexts.org/
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/LD4P2/Ethics+in+Linked+Data+Affinity+Group
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LDehX6OCl1o
https://sovnationcenter.okstate.edu/csn-2020/sov-speaks.html
https://library.okstate.edu/news/podcast/amplified-oklahoma/episode-43-norma-howard-on-native-art
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3zpqJQ8VAJo
https://lmu.app.box.com/s/pica5dby2q7molopg20j33ckc1qm2aj1
https://oknativeart.library.okstate.edu/index.php/resources/bibliography/
https://americanart.si.edu/exhibitions/native-women-artists
https://www.brusheducation.ca/books/elements-of-indigenous-style
https://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/bison-original/9780803282988/


Thank you for your time today and to my project collaborators, 
Madison Chartier, Dr. Julie Pearson Little-Thunder, and Sarah 
Milligan, and to the artists for sharing their experiences

Megan Macken
Oklahoma State University Libraries
Assistant Department Head, 
Digital Resources and Discovery Services
405.744.9773
megan.macken@okstate.edu

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thanks so much for your time and to my project collaborators. 

https://experts.okstate.edu/megan.macken
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